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Grades. Grades will be based on three elements: (i) homeworks (weight 40%) (ii) referee

review/lass presentation (weight 20%) (iii) �nal projet (weight 40%). The details of eah

element are as follows.

• Homeworks. For the �rst ten weeks there are going to be weekly problem sets whih

are required for passing the ourse. Homeworks are due to the beginning of the lass

the following week. You are eager to ooperate with eah other in solving the problem

sets, however eah student has to turn in the uniquely written opy of the assignment.

At the beginning of the leture one or two students will be asked to present the solution

of the last week's problem set. Presentation should be done with the use of slides and

should take no longer than 10 minutes. Depending on the size of the lass and interests

I might ask you to present a paper or more than one homework.

• Referee review. Every student is required to hand in the referee report on the paper

from the list I will post around 5th week of the ourse. Alternatively, you an suggest

a paper for the review based on your researh interests (subjet to my approval). Eah

student has to submit a referee report on a di�erent paper. You have to submit the

review before the last leture.

• Final assignment. The �nal assignment would be to repliate the main results from

the working paper or published paper. I will suggest a list of papers to hoose from.

Also you an suggest your own hoie, whih would be subjet to my approval.

Textbook. There is no single textbook for this ourse. We will use various hapters from

di�erent books as well as the journal artiles. The useful textbooks for this ourse would be

1. Applied Computational Eonomis and Finane by Mario J. Miranda and Paul L.Fakler

(MIT Press, 2002).

2. Numerial Methods in Eonomis by Kenneth L. Judd (MIT Press, 1998).
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3. Computational Methods for the Study of Dynami Eonomies, edited by Ramon Marimon

and Andrew Sott (Oxford University Press, 1999).

4. Dynami General Equilibrium Modelling: Computational Methods and Appliations, by

Burkhard Heer and Alfred Maussner (Springer, 2005).

5. Handbook of Computational Eonomis (Volume 3), edited by Karl Shmedders and

Kenneth L. Judd (North-Holland, 2013).

O�e hours. In order to arrange the meeting to disuss any topi related to the ourse just

send me an email at sebastian.dyrda�utoronto.a.

Software. This is not a ourse in omputer languages so you are responsible to learn to

write omputer programs. You are also responsible for learning their way around University of

Toronto omputational failities. In terms of languages I strongly reommend so that you ode

either in Fortran 90 (or newer) or C++ (or some other fast language if you have preferene for

it). Most of the problem sets an be ompleted in Matlab, however I would not reommend

it. I would also strongly suggest for you to beome familiar with MPI or OpenMP libraries so

that you an make use of the power of parallel omputation. The purpose of this ourse is to

fore you to learn fast, sienti� language to takle the toughest questions. For the statistial

analysis you will need aess to one of the popular statistial softwares: Stata, SPSS, SAS, R

or GAUSS.

Course Outline

The ourse is divided into three parts. In the �rst part we will over the basi numerial

methods and tehniques. In the seond part we will apply these methods to solve the repre-

sentative agent models and heterogenous agents/�rms models. The third part of the ourse

will be devoted to present the papers from the frontier of the quantitative maroeonomis

with heterogeneity. In what follows I outline the set of topis I plan to over during the ourse.

Note, this shedule is subjet to hange and I might post the updated versions of the syllabus

with detailed readings and referenes on the ourse website.

Part I: Basi Numerial Tools

Week 1: Introdution to Quantitative Maroeonomis. Calibration vs. estimation.

The introdution to the miro data sets.

Week 2: Elementary onepts in numerial analysis. Numerial di�erentiation, numer-

ial integration and algorithms for solving nonlinear equations.

Week 3: Numerial optimization. Loal vs. global optimization algorithms. Applia-

tion of low-disrepany sequenes to optimization.

Week 4: Estimation of the inome and produtivity proesses from the data. Dis-

retization of the estimated proesses. New fats on inome dynamis.
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Part II: Solving equilibrium models

Week 5: Value and poliy funtion iterations. Disretization of the state spae. Appli-

ation to the planner's problem in the RBC model.

Week 6: Perturbation methods. Linearization and log-linearization. Introdution to

Dynare. Handling the oasionally binding onstraints on endogenous variables. Appli-

ation to the augmented RBC model.

Week 7: Approximation methods: �nite elements method, spetral methods. En-

dogenous grid algorithm and envelope ondition method. Smolyak method for solving

dynami eonomies. Appliation to the inome �utuations problem.

Week 8: Computing stationary distribution in heterogenous agents models. Solving for

the stationary equilibrium. Appliation to Aiyagari and Hopenhayn models.

Week 9: Solving for the equilibrium of the heterogenous agents model with aggregate

shoks. Alternative algorithms presentation. Auray measures. Appliation to the

Aiyagari eonomy and Khan, Thomas �rm dynamis model.

Week 10: Continuous time tehniques for solving maro models with heterogeneity.

Appliation to the model of entrepreneurship with �nanial fritions.

Part III: Frontiers of maroeonomis with heterogeneity

Week 11: Models with liquid and illiquid assets. Fisal and monetary poliy in

heterogeneous-agents New Keynesian models.

Week 12: Quantitative models of �rm dynamis with heterogeneity.
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